Mykonos
Agios Lazaros
Ref GLI53
• 5 BEDROOMS
• 4 BATHROOMS
• PRIVATE SWIMMING POOL
• HELIPAD AND BOAT DOCK
• 5KM FROM TOWN AND AIRPORT
Set in a waterfront position this is an exceptionally exclusive and
very private 5 bedroom fully air-conditioned villa overlooking the
bay of Agios Lazaros. The villa is on a private estate with 24 hour
security, a boat dock and helipad. From the infinity pool to the
covered veranda and outdoor dining/living areas one experiences
the stunning panorama this villa offers.
The interiors are decorated to the highest standard and designer
furniture and appliances have been thoughtfully placed throughout
the villa.
The house is built on two levels and is fully air-conditioned as well
as having wireless internet access. The main level features the
indoor living and dining area, both with access to the terrace which
is also equipped for dining al fresco. Off the dining room is the fully
equipped kitchen with high standard appliances and marble
surfaces. A small entrance hall separates the living room from the
double bedroom of the main level. This bedroom has access to the
terrace through French doors and is ideal for parents with a young
child as it has a loft featuring a single bed.
A flight of steps leads from the dining room down to the lower level
of the villa. All bedrooms on this floor have access to the pool and
its terrace which includes an additional outdoor dining area. The
master bedroom offers two large twin beds and en- suite bathroom
with Jacuzzi bath. This bathroom, as well as the bathroom shared
by the other two bedrooms on the lower level, is built with a
predominance of marble, adding a tasteful touch to the particular
design of the rooms themselves. The aforementioned bedrooms
both have double beds and views provided through the French
doors which lead to the pool. Through a long hallway one reaches
a small kitchenette connected to a living area. This part of the
lower level also includes a single bedroom and is suitable for staff.
This is a beautiful waterfront villa with every modern appliance and
convenience and makes a superb private hideaway. Linen and
towels changed daily and our Island concierge can organise chef
and private staff at extra cost.
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